
Final Paper

Requirements

You are to submit one - page research paper on Wednesday  April, addressing
one and only one of the questions listed below. A hard copy of the paper must be
submitted in class.

Guidelines

An excellent resource to read before starting your essay is James Pryor’s Guidelines
on Writing a Philosophy Paper. In addition, essay guidelines have been posted here:
http://mail.rochester.edu/~bweslake/teaching/resources/guidelines.pdf

Questions

Note: I will accept papers on other topics we have covered, provided you have submitted
a paper outline and have received permission to write the associated paper.

• Explain and evaluate Popper’s solution to the demarcation problem and Put-
nam’s criticism of Popper, addressing the following questions:

– Popper claims that the introduction of ad hoc hypotheses in order to save
a theory from falsification reduces the scientific credentials of the theory.
What sorts of hypotheses does he have in mind, and why does he think
they have this effect?

– Putnam claims that theories by themselves do not make predictions, and
that it can be scientifically reasonable to retain a theory in light of a failed
prediction. Explain Putnam’s argument for this claim and use an example
to illustrate his point.

Mandatory reading : Popper (, §§–), Putnam ().
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• Behe argues that: (i) irreducibly complex systems are unlikely to evolve by nat-
ural selection; (ii) there are irreducibly complex systems in nature; and (iii) we
should infer that these systems were designed. Explain and evaluate Behe’s ar-
guments for these claims, addressing at least two of the following questions:

– Explain and evaluate Behe’s argument that irreducibly complex system
systems are unlikely to evolve by natural selection.

– Evaluate Behe’s claim that irreducibly complex systems exist in nature.

– Explain and evaluate Behe’s argument that we should infer that irreducibly
complex systems were designed.

Mandatory reading : Behe ().
Optional reading : Miller (), Sober (), Liu and Ochman ().

• Kitcher argues against a thesis he calls “conceptual relativism” by (i) developing
a theory of reference; and (ii) applying this theory to the case of the dispute over
the phlogiston theory. Explain and evaluate Kitcher’s argument, addressing the
following questions:

– How does Kitcher define “conceptual relativism”?

– Why does Kitcher call his theory of reference a “context sensitive theory”,
and how does this contrast with a “context insensitive theory”?

– How does Kitcher’s theory of reference apply to the phlogiston theory?

– How does this application undermine the case for conceptual relativism?

Mandatory reading : Kitcher ().
Optional reading : Kuhn (), Kitcher ().
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